Live Feed Product Highlights

- Quick access to see all workflows and more details in one place
- Drill down capabilities by stop jobs, interventions, flags
- Search by Name to see comprehensive view of a selected user’s workflows
- Enhanced Photo Feed
- Additional date filters
- Filter by workflow type and status
Workflow Listings (1/2)

- Workflows displayed in chronological order with the most recent on top
- Live Feed defaults to displaying workflows from “Today” with no other filter selected
- Clicking on the workflow will take the user to the Workflow page with the details
- Icons indicate if the workflow has a stop job, flag or intervention
- Status shown next to date

List of workflows defaults to “Today”

Icons indicate potential safety hazards

Details displayed match the “Add Work” Details provided for each workflow

Click to drill down to specific workflow
Workflow Listings (2/2)

- A right-arrow next to a workflow indicates there are photos or text that is associated with a stop job, intervention, or flag.

- The arrow can be expanded to show the photos and text details.

- The expanded details are listed in order of priority: 1) stop jobs, 2) flags, and 3) interventions.

- 25 workflows are displayed by default with the option to view more (mobile view is limited to 10).

- Navigating from the page resets the workflows displayed.
Quick Filter Buttons

- Selecting any of the Four Quick Filter buttons at the top of the page will filter and display the workflows that meet the selected filters.
- Selecting “All Workflows” will display that number of workflows below.
- Selecting “Stop Jobs,” “Interventions,” or “Flags” will only display the workflows that are associated with at least one Stop Job, Intervention or Flag.*

*Note: the total in the Quick Filter button may be different if the workflows have more than 1 Stop Job, Intervention or Flag.
Expanded Filter Functionality

- “All Time” date selector added for a comprehensive look of all workflows
- “Clear All Filters” resets all filters
- The “All Workflows” drop-down filters to only include the selected type of workflow
- The “Status” drop-down filters based on the status of the workflow -- complete, incomplete or in-progress
- Multiple filters can be selected at once and the workflows listed will adjust accordingly

Select and filter for a specific workflow

Quickly see all workflows and then apply filters for comprehensive view

Clear button provides quick and easy reset

Select Complete, In-Progress, or Incomplete to filter for workflow status
Search By Name

- One stop shop for reviewing a specific user’s activity, including workflows, photos, stop jobs, flags and interventions
- Typing the first few letters of a name will prompt a list of names making it easy to find a specific person’s workflows
- The counts displayed in the Quick Filter buttons up top will update accordingly to show stop jobs, flags and interventions for the selected user.

The totals in the Quick Filter buttons will match the totals for the selected user.

Search by name provides easy access for audits and reviews
Date Selector

- Date filters work in conjunction with all filters
- “Today” displays workflows from the current day (12am-11:59pm EST)
- “This Week” filters for the current week (Sunday 12am - Saturday 11:59pm EST)
- “This Month” filters for workflows from the current month*
- “Custom Date” enables the user to select the start and end date
- “All Time” displays all workflows created

Clear button provides quick and easy reset.

The date selected above will apply to all additional filters.

Date selectors make it easy to establish a timeframe and then set additional filters for easy drill down into workflows.
Photo Feed

- Provides easy access to photos that correspond with the list of workflows on the Live Feed page*

- “View Details” provides drill down to the specific workflow associated with the photo

- Icons displayed to show if the photo is associated with a workflow that had a stop job, flag, or intervention

- The name of the person who completed the workflow and the time stamp are displayed under the workflow

*Workflows listed based on all selected filters
Dashboard Actions and Insights

- See key alerts at a glance
- Click through to see details about stop jobs and unresolved flags
- Close out once reviewed so new notifications stand out
Questions?
Email support@anvl.com

We welcome your feedback.
Email feedback@anvl.com